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Vintage Gardens IS CLOSING.
Order Now Through June 30, 
For The Last Time

Dear Friends, Customers and Supporters of Vintage Gardens,

A rosy outlook is what I wish for you all during these hard times---and it is 
what I hope you will try to maintain as I share with you that Vintage Gardens 
will close its doors to new orders on June 30th, 2013. We have tried to prepare 
our customers for this announcement over the past two years. I know that with 
the demise of so many rose nurseries recently, our closing will mean a very 
significant loss of resources to lovers of old roses, but we cannot continue op-
erating the nursery at a loss.

This is it, then, the final months of Vintage Gardens. Our time table is focused 
on selling off the large number of roses we propagated in 2012, on shipping 
spring orders, and on propagating remaining custom orders to ship in the fall of 
this year.

We will:

� Continue accepting orders through June, and shipping them.

� Ship our spring season orders through June.

� Close our office on June 30th.

� Prepare all outstanding custom orders propagated in May and June for ship-
ping starting in September.

� Ship our delayed French Import roses beginning in September.

— Cont. On Pg. 2
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� Ship a small number of orders to cold climates in the Spring of 2014.

� Close our website on December 31st, 2013. 

As I face the end of an effort that has engaged me for 30 years, I look ahead 
now to all that must still be done in the name of the rose. Central to my rosy 
outlook has been the efforts of a group of old rose lovers who have created a 
non-profit organization to preserve the collection of roses that I developed with 
Phillip Robinson beginning in the late 1970s. The Friends of Vintage Roses, 
assisted by the Heritage Rose Foundation, have begun the work of stabilizing 
and restoring a collection of old and rare roses that once numbered over 5000 
varieties.

This organization will complete its application to the IRS for tax-exempt status 
this month. Donations raised by the Heritage Rose Foundation have already 
benefited the rose collection, including the restoration of more than a thousand 
lost and nearly varieties.

The years ahead will keep me busy helping the efforts of The Friends of Vin-
tage Roses to preserve and provide public access to the roses. And my commit-
ment to the Heritage Rose Foundation will continue to demand much from me 
as well.

Our Road to Closing Down

We have set for ourselves the challenging goal of meeting all of our promises 
to supply roses to our customers, and to retire our business in good standing 
with our customers and suppliers. We will need your good will, your good 
words, and your assistance in order to do this.

I thank you all for your understanding, your support of Vintage Gardens' efforts 
to keep so many rare old roses in commerce, and for being rose gardeners---the 
best sort of people I know!

Thank you for your understanding, your patience and for your support!

-Gregg Lowery
glowery@vintagegardens.com

Here is how you could help:

� Please resist the urge to call or email us about confirmed orders of roses 
that have not yet shipped. There are only 2 of us at Vintage Gardens, and 
we face a mountain of work to get everyone's orders right. All import rose 
orders will be confirmed individually in March.

� Please, PLEASE, place an order for some of the glorious roses we have 
currently available---NEARLY 1200 VARIETIES AWAIT YOU! Nearly 
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9000 rose plants have yet to be sold before we close, and if we fail to sell a 
good many of them, we cannot meet our commitments to customers. Many, 
if not most of these varieties of rare and old roses MAY NEVER AGAIN 
BE OFFERED COMMERCIALLY.   Think of this as your last rose-
buying binge; let it serve you for years to come.

Please, SUPPORT The Friends of Vintage Roses! 

This non-profit organization now OWNS the collection of roses that I de-
veloped over a 30 year period of my life. The Friends mission and purpose 
is to preserve this collection of heritage roses for everyone---holding onto 
the possibility that everyone will continue to be able to learn from and en-
joy the roses.

“ . . . Many, if not most of these varieties of rare and old roses 
MAY NEVER AGAIN BE OFFERED COMMERCIALLY.” 

This, sadly, is the truth.  It may have been possible to turn our heads, 
and pretend not to notice as one small jewel box of a nursery after another 
closed its doors forever — but in its demise, Vintage Gardens will leave 
behind a gaping hole too large to ignore.

As the nurseries have closed, other dedicated nursery owners, includ-
ing Vintage’s Gregg Lowery, have scrambled to place the rarest of the 
cultivars in their stock with other nurseries, lest they be lost.  As more and 
more nurseries have been lost, though, the numbers of roses lost to com-
merce continue to increase.

Newer “found” roses may be in even more jeopardy.

The increase in rare rose nurseries over the past couple of decades 
made a commercial re-introduction of these roses possible — both under 
Study Names, and attributed identifications.  Vintage, Ashdown, Liggett, 
Arena, and others were good sources for little known roses of high quali-
ty.  We obtained many roses of that type from Ralph Moore’s Sequoia 
Nursery, and from Paul Barden’s Uncommon Rose, in Oregon.  All of 
those nurseries, now, are memories.

If the rarest of the rare are to survive for the next cycle of garden 
fashion, WE must act to make it happen.  

If you don’t have at least one or two rarities in your garden, BUY 
SOME NOW, while you still can.  Then, LEARN TO PROPAGATE.  
Do a few each year.  Share the plants with others.  It is as Passalong 
Plants that they will survive, if they survive at all.  

“Truths and roses have thorns about them.”
— Henry David Thoreau
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1000 Broadway, Sacramento, California
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Spring, 2013, will offer a broad selection of rose-oriented opportunities.  We 
hope you can take part in several . . .   BUT If you plan only ONE this spring, 
make it the . . . 

April 20 April 20 
Open Garden Open Garden andand Sale Sale ofof

Rare Rare AndAnd Uncommon Roses,Uncommon Roses,
9:30 a.m. ’til 2:00 p.m., 

in the 

Historic Old Sacramento City Cemtery,
Located at 1000 Broadway, Sacramento, CA

The Cemetery’s collection of rare and Found roses continues to grow.  Its 
treasures include roses collected in California (and a few from outside Califor-
nia), and they are grown and displayed in a manner that displays perfectly what 
such roses are capable of being, and what magnificent variety is encompassed 
by the world of roses.  

From dainty “Fairy Roses,” to robust ramblers and tree-climbing Asian de-
lights — from plants hand-carried across the continent in covered wagons, to 
cultivars admired in ancient Rome — they’re here, for your admiration and 
enlightenment.  

Moreover — many of them are for sale.  Really!  Because part of the mission 
of this garden is sharing and distribution, Open Garden visitors will have the 
opportunity to take home roses which are simply not in commerce.

Visitors In The Historic Rose Garden
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We can’t encapsulate the entire Open Garden Sale catalog in 
this Newsletter …  
But we can touch on a few things of particular value and in-
terest.  This year’s sale includes (but is not limited to):

‘Aimée Vibert’ (Noisette, Vibert, France, 1828;  

This is the original bush form of ‘Aimée Vibert,’ —
Perhaps 4 feet of gracefully arching, highly-remontant 
shrub.  With the impending loss of Vintage Gardens, 
this form is on the endangered list.  

Very fragrant blooms are packed with crystalline-white 
petals, sometimes forming a button-eye — always 
delighting the nose with rich musk fragrance.   Lovely 
Aimée’s  dark green foliage is dependably clean. 

“Benny Lopez” (Found Damask Perp., Santa 
Barbara, CA; Lopez/Wapelhorst)  

“Benny Lopez,” found in Santa Barbara, CA by a 
gentleman of that name, offers beauty, fragrance, 
EXCELLENT repeat bloom, and rich fragrance on 
a plant of good size and arching, graceful growth.  
Probably a Damask Perpetual.  Rarely seen in 
commerce, and difficult to find, but well-worth the 
effort.

“Carnation” (China/Bengal, “Found,” “Bermuda Mystery Rose”)

“Carnation” is one of several “Mystery” roses, long 
grown in Bermuda, whose original name or provenance 
has been lost.  Frilled petal edges give this little mystery 
its name.  Upright, to about 5' with medium green foli-
age.  Fragrant 2 1/2" flowers deep pink, tinted lilac, are 
bourn singly or in sprays.  “Carnation” blooms through 
the year, making it an ideal warm-climate rose.  

“Elias Field Tea” (Tea or China Rose, 
White, Found Rose)

Found in a Gold-Rush-Era cemetery, this 
lovely white rose – like many in the Ceme-
tery’s collection – is offered under a “Study 
Name.” A rose with something of an identity 
conflict, this beauty appears to match Antique 
Rose Emporium’s ‘Ducher.’   It should per-
form in your California garden much like the 
average China, and with even better disease-
resistance than most.  A friend has grown this 
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rose for some years.  It was 5 ft. tall for her, and covered with bloom.  The addition 
of a fence behind it stimulated it to add an additional 2 feet of growth!

“Elisabeth’s China” ( Found Red China 
Rose)

Speaking of Chinas …  “Elisabeth’s China” grows 
on the 1881 grave of Elisabeth Stober, in the Sacra-
mento Cemetery.  Like most of the old red Chinas, 
this is a continuous-bloomer with great vigor and 
rampant good health.  Unlike many of them, Elisa-
beth’s rose is blessed with extraordinary fragrance.  

“Forest Ranch Pom-Pom” (“Forest 
Ranch Purple Pom-Pom”; Found; Sherri Ber-
glund ?Damask Perpetual?)  

A gracefully arching disease-resistant plant, “Forest 
Ranch Pom-Pom” blooms generously in the spring, 
stops to take a breath during summer’s heat, and 
repeats in Fall.  Large, full, fragrant blooms are col-
ored violet in cool weather (pleasing lavender-pink 
in warm weather).  Mid-green foliage is disease-
resistant — AND it can handle our alkaline condi-
tions without chlorosis.   

NOT IN COMMERCE ANYWHERE. 

‘Lady Roberts’  (Tea Rose, Sport of  ‘Anna Ollivier’, F. Cant, 1902)  

Magazine articles of the early 1900’s 
praised ‘Lady Roberts’ and her paler, 
buff, sport parent, ‘Anna 
Olivier’ (Ducher, France, 1872) as top 
choices for California gardens.  And 
the articles were right!  How they then 
came to be universally forgotten seems 
a mystery.  Both ladies are disease-
free bountiful bloomers — worthy of a 
prominent spot in the garden.  Beauti-
ful in bud and bloom, graceful in the 
garden.

‘Lady Roberts’
Beautiful in Bud and Bloom

— Continue to Page 8

“Elisabeth’s China”

“Forest Ranch Pom-Pom”
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“Louise Avenue HT” (Possibly ‘Snowbird’ [HT, Hatton, U.S. 1936] 
Mary Louise Harrington rescued this rose from the sad remnants of a forgotten 

1920’s garden in the San Fernando Valley.  Our best guess says this is a vigorous 
clone of ‘Snowbird’ which, in the 1930’s, was a huge SoCal favorite.   

“Louise Ave. White HT” is VERY disease-resistant, floriferous, and — once-
established — tough as nails.  It grows vigorously and blooms well in both inland 
and coastal gardens.  Buff-centered white blooms are carried on a vigorous, upright, 
yet graceful plant, and  offer a strong, citrus-edged fragrance, as elegant buds swirl 
open to flat, ruffled, rosettes.  

‘Mme. Berkeley’  (Tea Rose; Pierre [fils] Bernaix, France, 1898). 

‘Mme. Berkeley’ has for many years been a star in our coastal Southern California 
garden, where her continuous bloom and good health delight the eye.  

“Salmon-pink, pink center, violet highlights ... Outer petals pale violet” is the offi-
cial description, but I think she’s the color of fresh strawberry juice, swirled into 
custard.  And she blooms continuously.  Season-after-season, long, graceful buds 

swirl slowly open to display a classically high center, and on to a gently muddled 
flat rosette.  Moderately sized in cool weather, blooms shrink in summer heat, and 
the delicate pinks darken to red.  (If you feel you must cut her back periodically, hot 
summer, rather than winter, is the time to do so.)  

The fragrance is Tea, usually light, though more pronounced in cool weather.

There’s some evidence that the rose we know today is not the rose introduced in 
France, by Bernaix, in 1898.  That rose was “lost.” This cultivar was found and “re
-introduced” in the 1970’s.  Does it matter?  Not one whit!  The rose we have is 
wonderful, and I’m sure Bernaix would be pleased to claim it.

‘Mme. Berkeley’ is a big, bountiful plant.  Un-pruned, she can rise to 5-ft. in height 
and 6– or 7-ft. across.  Foliage is dark green, and completely disease-free.

‘Mme. Berkeley’
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“Old Town Novato” (Found Rose, Probable Hybrid Perpetual, Discovered by 
Cassandra Bernstein, 2003;)   

Very  full (80-110 petals) blooms of rich fuchsia 
or magenta pink.  A lighter reverse, provides 
additional depth to blooms sporting a button-eye, 
with a flat to cupped, old-fashioned, quartered, 
reflexed bloom form. This prolific bloomer flow-
ers in  successive flushes throughout the season, 
blooming in both small and large clusters, and 
often distinguished by medium-long, very decora-
tive sepals.  Cass believes that “OTN” is identi-
cal in growth habit, cane color , texture, and ar-
mature to an earlier Found rose — “Jay’s Hud-
son Perpetual,” as grown in the Historic Rose Garden of the Sacramento Old City 
Cemetery.  

In my coastal garden, “Old Town Novato” has proven to be disease-resistant —
making it a wonderful substitute for the similarly-colored (but woefully disease-
ridden) Bourbon, ‘Mme. Isaac Pereire.’

See complete details at http://www.rosefog.us/OTN.html  

“Vina Banks” (“Vina banksia” ; Species /Species Hybrid; Found) 

This Found Rose appears to be an uniden-
tified, or unrecorded variant or hybrid of 
Rosa banksia banksia (“White Lady 
Banks”).

“Vina Banks” blooms in a slightly 
warmer white than the better-known 
“White Lady 
Banks” (R. 
banksia 
banksia)  
The bloom 
form is dif-
ferent – with 
rather “strappy” petals – and you 

have far more time to ob-
serve them because — be-
cause “Vina Banks” is 

REMONTANT!

Unlike most other known forms of R. 
banksia, “Vina Banks” produces good 
scattered rebloom – and grows somewhat 
less robustly than “White Lady Banks”.
Its spring flush occurs a bit later than 
other banksiaes.  Found on an old Cali-
fornia Ranch property with a storied 
past.     
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“Moser Pink Stripe” “Moser Pink Stripe” “Moser Pink Stripe” (Tea Rose, Found, C. 
Bernstein et al;  Prob. ‘Rainbow’)      

Found in the garden of a Gold-Rush-Era home off 
Hwy 49, this is thought to be the Tea Rose 
‘Rainbow’ a sport of ‘Papa Gontier,’ discovered 
by John Sievers (U.S., 1889).

In ‘Rainbow’ the light-to-mid-pink petals of 
‘Papa Gontier’ are striped, streaked, and stippled 
with striking Carmine-pink.  Gracefully nodding 
blooms are small to medium in size, and semi-double to double.  (The “nod” is 
quite proper for an old Tea Rose  — that’s  not a “weak neck”!) 

Though most clones of lovely ‘Rainbow’ are less than vigorous, THIS one stands 
out for its greater vigor, superior disease-resistance, and generosity of bloom.

We thank the 19th-Century Moser family, who planted this treasure, and left it for 
us to find, preserve, and share.  

“Coulterville Red”  “Coulterville Red”  “Coulterville Red”  (Found Rose, F. Boutin, Prob. Hybrid Perpetual)  

Fred Boutin, who found this rose, thinks it may be ‘J.B. 
Clark,’ a 1905 Hybrid Perpetual, introduced in Ireland by 
Dickson.  

A plant of manageable climbing habit, and moderate 
height, its ruffled blooms offer a rich shade of purple-red, 
and hold up surprisingly well, even in hot sunshine.  

Unlike many other Hybrid Perpetuals, this late entry into 
the class repeats well through summer and fall.  
**Suitable for Exhibition where a “Found Roses” Class 
is offered.     

“Mme. Driout”  “Mme. Driout”  “Mme. Driout”  (Cl. Tea Rose, sport of  ‘Reine Marie Henriette’ [Cl. Hybrid Tea 
Rose, Levet, France, 1878] Disc. bef. 1901; Thiriat France, Int. 1903)  

OH BOY!  Another delightful “striper!” 

All the stripy fun in a rose that can climb trees — lifting the nodding blooms to a 
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level at which they can easily be enjoyed. Light pink 
blooms are streaked, splashed, and stippled with rich 
carmine. Blooms are large and double — 17 to 25 
petals, and come along in successive flushes, 
throughout the season.   

‘Mrs. Dudley Cross’ Mrs. Dudley Cross’ Mrs. Dudley Cross’ (Tea Rose, Yellow Blend; 
Wm. Paul & Sons, UK, 1907)

“We find this rose often, when wandering through old-
er gardens. ‘Mrs. Dudley Cross’ is a compact, shapely 
bush that rewards even the most careless gardener with 
a constant supply of fragrant, double, delicately shaped 
yellow flowers that blush a little pink in the sun. The 
stems are nearly always thornless and the foliage is 
healthy and handsome.”  (Antique Rose Emporium)  

‘Mrs. Dudley Cross’ blooms generously, repeats quick-
ly, and is at least lightly-fragrant.  In warm weather, 
pink highlights are stronger.  

Growing to a compact three-to-6-feet, she’s a favorite 
choice of those who favor roses NOT armed with vicious prickles.  This is a very 
mature well-developed plant.

NOTE:  A wonderful choice for inland gardens, ‘Mrs. Dudley Cross’ is not optimal in coastal 
locations, where she may mildew.  

“Pulich Children” “Pulich Children” “Pulich Children” (Found Rose, 
Type/Name Unk. [Hybrid Perpetual?] 
Eldorado Cemetery, Hall/MacKenzie)

The discovery of this rose in a Gold-
Rush-Era cemetery united far-flung 
members of a Croatian-American 
family — and gave us back a beauti-
ful rose that had been lost and for-
gotten.  

We don’t know its “historic identi-
ty,” but its garden value is immense.

A sturdy rose well-covered with 
semi-glossy dark green foliage, 
“Pulich Children” blooms gener-
ously, its large flowers deep purple to purple-tinged pink (more purple in cooler 
climates).  The pretty foliage is surprisingly disease-resistant (can rust some on 
senile foliage, in very late Fall.

Because their rose has been found, Michell (4 Mo.) and Jonnie (1 1/2 Yrs.) Pulich, 
who died in 1883 and 1888 will not be forgotten.         

— Continue to Page 12
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“Bengal Fire” “Bengal Fire” “Bengal Fire” (China, MAY BE 
Identical to ‘Miss Lowe’s Variety’ [bef. 
1887] Few/No prickles. Semi-glossy, med. 
green foliage. 5 leaflets. Height 2' to 
6' . Width 4' to 5'). 

Perhaps there is a legitimate argument 
over whether (or not) “Bengal Fire” is 
identical to the accepted clones of 
‘Miss Lowe’s Variety.’ There is in this 
writer’s mind, (having grown the two 
side-by-side)  NO DIFFERENCE.

In England, it is also grown as “Bengal Crimson,” and a rose sold as “Single Red 
China,”  may be another match.  

Whatever you call it, “Bengal Fire” is vigorous, disease-free, and continuous-
blooming.  I like the name “Bengal Fire,” so that’s what I call it.  I, the honeybees, 
and the hummingbirds are happy with that.  You may call it by which ever name 
suits you, but do grow it!            

“One thing is certain and the rest is lies:
The Flower that once has blown for ever dies.”

- The Rubaiyat Of Omar Khayam (st. 63),  (FitzGerald's translation)

‘Le Pactole’ ‘Le Pactole’ ‘Le Pactole’ (Tea Rose: 
“McGinniss Tea”; Tea,Auguste Miellez 
(France, bef. 1837; Lamarque x Parks 
Yellow Tea-Scented China.)

A rare and lovely rose, tough enough 
to survive where a 19th-Century gar-
den became a dirt parking lot. 

Cream-white blooms open with gold 
in their heart, showing you why it 
was named for the river where Midas 
washed away the golden touch.

The immature, ‘Le Pactole’ can be awkward.  Might even mildew.  

In maturity, it leaves all that behind, becoming a big, graceful shrub, free of dis-
ease, and covered with masses of rich golden-white flowers  .  

Once ruled extinct, ‘Le Pactole’ could easily be lost again, perhaps forever. That 
would be a tragedy.  This is the sort of rose we are called to preserve.  Bid on it, grow 
it, love it, and share it forward.
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Imidicloprid In My FOOD???
Surely NOT!  REALLY.  Believe it!

Bayer Advanced
Fruit, Citrus & Vegetable Insect Control

(Active Ingredient:  Imidicloprid)

. . . is now being marketed for use as a Fruit, Citrus & Vegetable Insect 
Control — promising Season-long protection without spraying, guaranteed 
to kill insects and prevent new infestations, when used as a systemic insec-
ticide.  

That means, simply, that bugs which bite your lettuce and tomatoes —
DIE.  I don’t know about YOU, but I personally decline to eat produce 
which contains Imidicloprid, a “ . . . neonicotinoid insecticide in the 
chloronicotinyl nitroguanidine chemical family.”

Of even more concern are ads, bombarding the airwaves, promoting the 
use of Bayer Advanced Fruit, Citrus & Vegetable Insect Control on 
home-grown citrus-trees, in pursuit of a control for the Asian Citrus Psyl-
lid.1

Imidicloprid is a prime suspect in colony collapse disorder — a mysterious 
problem which is wiping out the honeybees which are our most-valuable 
pollinators.  Spraying citrus trees, which will be covered with flowers and 
fruit, seems wholly counterintuitive.  

In Ventura County — where the pest HAS been found (tho not, as yet, the 
disease) plans seem to be ramping up for spraying, to eradicate the pest, 
which could destroy our valuable citrus industry.  But of the chemicals 
proposed for this use, only ONE (and that far down the list) is Imidicloprid
-based.  See:

http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/EXOTIC/diaphorinacitri.html

If a chemical so problematical IS used, I want it done by a licensed appli-
cator.

In the dog world, where Bayer Advanced Flea Control has long been 
pushed, Imidicloprid has been pointed-at as a known trigger of seizures in 
“susceptible individuals.”  My view — you don’t know whether you or 
your dog is “susceptible” until the first seizure hits.  Vets I know and trust 
do not recommend it.  Given these facts — and the danger to bees, with 
that attendant financial fall-out, I will continue to avoid the use of Bayer 
Advanced ANYTHING.

1 — carrier of huanglongbing disease (Citrus Greening) killer of infected trees.  
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Sunday, May 19
11 am.—3:30 p.m.

El Cerrito Community Center, 
7007 Moeser Lane El Cerrito, CA 94530

Rose-Lovers from across California 
will bring blooms to the El Cerrito Community Center on the Sunday following 
Mother’s Day, for this tradition of “A Room Full Of Roses.”  

The heart of the Celebration is a one-hundred-foot display of Old Roses, 
grouped by type, displayed informally for the enjoyment of all.  There’s no 
judging.  Feel free to look, TOUCH, smell the roses.  Pull out your shears, clip 
off a couple of your best blooms, and bring them to share.  Or, bring a whole 
bouquet of roses for display.

Have a rose that you can’t identify? Bring a bloom, place it on the 
“Unidentified Rose Table,” and wait for suggestions …

Purchase heirloom and hard-to-find roses. Vendors — some new this year 
— will sell rare perennials, crafts, china, books, greeting cards, calendars, hon-
ey, jam, jewelry, and clothing — all of it rose-inspired.

Enjoy a Talk — Perhaps two.  :-) Don’t miss the Grand Raffle!

Compete in a Silent Auction of Very Rare and Hard-To-Find roses.

The youngest Rosarians will enjoy our Children’s Area — with coloring, 
face-painting and other rosie fun.

Doors open at 11:00 a.m. � Close at 3:30.  

Another Great Spring Event . . .
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At the end of the day, purchase the cut flowers right off the display tables 
— (just 25-Cents/stem).

Admission is FREE! Food & Soft Drinks will be for sale.

For more info, call Kristina Osborn at (510) 527-3815  . . . or email 
kmosborn@earthlink.net

TO REACH THE COMMUNITY CENTER IN EL CERRITO:
Take 80 or 580 to El Cerrito, Central Ave. exit  Go east, then left on Ashbury 

’til it ends at Moeser, and you’re there!
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JOIN US ON THE BEAUTIFUL NORTH COAST OF MENDOCINO CO. FOR

AN IMMERSION IN ROSE EVENTS. 

On June 8th long-time heritage rose collector, nursery owner, and 
scholar Joyce Demits will open her garden for the day.

Rose lovers will gather to examine and enjoy her large and eclectic collection, 
learning from HRG rosarians about the varieties and classes.
On this day, roses will be labeled with the goal of identifying them in prepara-
tion for a second Seminar,  to be scheduled for Fall, 2013.  

(At the Fall event, date still pending, cuttings will be taken and shared.)

On June 8, we’ll begin the day with a presentation by Jeri and Clay Jen-
nings.  Groups will then form, to carpool to Joyce’s garden, where we will 
spend the day among the roses.

There is no charge for the gathering.  

Participants will bring their own lunches, and are advised to bring a folding 
chair and sturdy shoes. An interesting raffle to benefit HRG is shaping up —
Tickets will be available on site.

This is an opportunity to preserve some parts of Joyce Demits' legendary life-
time collection and enhance one's own garden projects as well. 

Contact Alice Flores for information about registration and lodging sug-
gestions:  aflores@mcn.org

On Sunday, June 9th, many attendees will head over the Coast Range to 
the
Willits area to visit Pamela Temple’s the extensive and beautiful garden.  
Pam's annual event, “Rosalia,” is planned as a benefit for Haiti, and will in-
clude food and music.

This promises to be a full weekend, and one saturated with the delights of
roses, and rose gardens.
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Kirkland Pruning
Shears?

Really? Really!!
We have had our Felco pruners for more than 25 years.  And they really 

DO last almost forever — but even with good maintenance little annoyances 
crop up.  For the past few years, Clay has bought a series of inexpensive Coro-
na pruners to “fill in.”  I wouldn’t have been surprised to see those come in to 
Costco for spring, but no!  Something new!  

The display was right in front of it as we exited the frozen food aisle, and 
at first glance, they sure looked like Felcos.  But no.  Kirkland Signature prun-
ers.  How bad could they be???

We’ll find out — but they have all the replacement 
parts, and feel well-made — and for the price, you can’t go 
wrong. $24.99
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“Jesse Hildreth”

Tea Rose — Found
NOT IN COMMERCE

One thing that makes the impending loss of Vintage Gardens particularly 
hard to swallow is that Vintage has for a long time been willing to propagate, 
and offer for sale, Found/Unidentified roses of great quality.  That willingness 
to distribute has facilitated the survival of some of these — rarest of roses.  
And it is the Found/Unidentified roses on their list that will be most-threatened 
as they depart the scene.  

Lovely, disease-free, prolific-blooming “Jesse Hildreth” is a rose they 
might have been able to offer — now, that won’t happen.  There are other, 
equally wonderful Found Roses, which they still have.  Before it’s too late, 
check their website:  http://www.vintagegardens.com/

Order and grow at least one Found Rose.
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Yet Ah, that Spring should vanish with the Rose.

That Youth's sweet-scented manuscript should close!

The Nightingale that in the branches sang

Ah whence and whither flown again, who knows?
- The Rubaiyat (st. 96),  (FitzGerald's translation)

‘G. Nabonnand’
(Tea Rose, Syn: Gilbert Nabonnand) Bred by Gilbert Nabonnand (France, 1888) 

An upright, but graceful bush with dependably disease-free foliage, even-
tually growing to more than 5 bloom-covered feet.  

‘G. Nabonnand’ is a prolific and generous repeat-bloomer, covering itself 
with successive flushes of rather large, loose blooms, a standout in the garden 
for its glowing, opalescent, warm pale pink, very faintly tinted yellow.  

I think this very handsome plant would make a striking and colorful infor-
mal hedge.

On the West coast, ‘G. Nabonnand’ is available from Vintage Gardens (until it 
is gone) at:  http://www.vintagegardens.com/ 

and from Rogue Valley Roses (Oregon) at:  
www.roguevalleyroses.com 
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‘Aimée Vibert’
(Noisette, Vibert, 1828;  Champneys' Pink Cluster × Rosa sempervirens pleno)

Vibert introduced this white 
beauty in 1828 — It’s said to be 
bred from ‘Champney’s Pink 
Cluster’ (That rose was int. in 
1811, so that parentage seems quite 
feasible.)

The original (bush) form of ‘Aimée Vibert’ is a compact, gracefully-
arching plant, with excellent repeat.  The only flaw I can find with this 
beauty is that, in company with its parent, it does not drop its petals cleanly, 
and so should be lightly deadheaded.

In 1841, William Curtis (U.K.) discovered and introduced a climbing 
sport of ‘Aimée Vibert’ — � � r� � � � � �  � � � � �  � �  ‘Cl. Aimée Vibert’, ‘Aimée 
Vibert grimpant’ and ‘Aimée Vibert Scandens.’  This seems like a great 
idea, but sadly, the climber is said to be a poor bloomer, by comparison 
with the original bush.

And THAT wouldn’t be so bad, but for many years, only the climbing 
version was available in the U.S.  

That has changed in recent years, and Vintage Gardens has been instru-
mental in recovering the original for us.  

There’s also a lovely, very old plant of ‘Aimée Vibert’ in the Sacra-
mento City Cemetery — one of the “Legacy” plants, outside the bounda-
ries of the official Historic Rose Garden.  You can visit Aimée there, and if 
you make it to the Open Garden, you’ll have an opportunity to purchase a 
plant for your own garden.



Linda Buzzell sent me the link to a collection of images and poetry, mostly 
roses (and some other flowers) an romance (and some history, and some mysti-
cism.  It includes Morris and other Pre-Raphaelites, in both text and image.

Everyone’s favorite, “Venus On The Half Shell,”  is there.  (“The Birth 
of Venus,” Botticelli, circa 1485). 

To while away an interesting hour, go to:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/k90bq3r0t2gtnkw/MythicRoseSlides.pdf



‘Mutabilis

“Roseville Noisette”
A Cluster-Flowering Noisette Of  Dwarf Stature


